Have you ever put a software system together without working out the full architecture before hand? If yes, did you feel guilty for not following good software practice? We think that not doing a design up-front may be the right thing to do in the face of rapid technology change. Today's software systems evolve too quickly, include too much legacy code, and designers of complex component-based systems cannot always anticipate properties at the design phase. We introduce new methodologies to deal with rapid software evolution. However, we do not advocate eliminating the notion of design. Rather, we suggest designs based on implementations instead of implementations based on a design. We call such designs inferred designs.
Introduction
In 1968, the organizers of a NATO conference in Garmisch, Germany, introduced the term "software engineering". The juxtaposition of software and engineering was intended to be provocative [1] . Since then, a considerable effort has been made to combine traditional engineering techniques with the process of building software. Not surprisingly, software engineering methodologies follow traditional engineering methodologies from other areas, notably hardware engineering. In hardware manufacturing, methodologies divide the life cycle typically into requirements, design, fabrication, testing and operation phases. In software, the phases typically are analysis, design, implementation, testing and maintenance. Early models strictly require that there is first a design and then an implementation (waterfall models). The design must define all details up-front. Later models introduce cycles and iterate through this process, but each iteration consists of design improvements, then implementation changes (spiral model).
However, if one looks at the real world, it seems that many software systems are put together with little architectural preparation. The success of component oriented software engineering leads to systems of systems (or systems of components) where the individual components may be well engineered, but rarely in the context of the overall system. Any computer system serves as an example: users enhance a typical Windows system with dozens of downloaded dynamic link libraries (DLLs), Active-X components and Java applets. Even the combination of perfectly engineered components (for example each DLL) does not solve the following problems:
• Despite every component having an up-to-date design, that design might not be readily available when needed.
• The sum of the designs of the components might not be equivalent to the design of the whole system.
In particular, problems that emerge in integration often cannot be determined from the individual designs. Figure 1 contains a schematic view of a system of components. I1-I11 are the components put together; D1-D12 are designs of components. The figure shows that the connections between different components are not represented in any of the component-designs though perhaps some informal integrated design (D) may exist. As more and more components are integrated the system increasingly lacks design information regarding the connections. Other problems include orphaned designs (D12) or components (I11), and components inconsistent with their design. The latter case is obvious when two different components claim the same design (D10, I10, I10'), or two different designs claim the same component (D2, D2', I2).   I1   D1   I2   D2   I4   D4   I6   D6   I9   D12   I8   D9  I3  D2'  I7   D3   D7   D8   I10   D10   I5   D5   D Conventional software engineering methodologies are inadequate to provide a design for systems of systems.
Methodologies and Tools for Systems of Systems
We feel that in building systems of systems we have no alternative to giving up the conventional engineering approach of design-then-implement. We thus need to accommodate the fact that systems of systems are integrated without prior design out of components that were never intended to interact. We suggest turning around software engineering methodologies and build the design after the implementation. We call such a design an inferred design because it does not exist in its own, but is always dependent on the implementation and changes as the implementation changes. In this section, we present a simple model for such methodologies, and discuss a few tools providing support to engineers applying the methodology.
Inferred Design Methodology
The model presented in this subsection gives a minimal formalization of our ideas. We show these five phases because we have developed or are developing techniques and tool support for each of them. Other phases are possible. The relevant point is not the number of phases or their names, but the fact that they reverse traditional engineering methodologies. While most traditional methodologies start with a design, the inferred design methodology normally starts with monitoring an existing system. We distinguish five phases that form a cycle (see Fig. 2 ):
• Monitoring: In this first phase, we are only concerned with extracting useful information out of an existing system. For our tools, this means we transform system activity into events. For distributed systems, we suggest sniffing events off the communication layer. In some cases, other data may be available. In cases where we have access to source code we have made experiments with source code instrumentation.
• Abstraction: In this phase we try to understand the existing system of components in terms of patterns of events captured in the monitoring phase. We use techniques for viewing and analyzing dynamic systems, particularly complex event processing. We have two main techniques to reduce the data obtained in the first phase: filtering and abstraction. Complex event processing performs filtering and abstraction based on known patterns of events. Event mining is a technology to detect new patterns in real time.
• Modeling: In this phase, we try to build an inferred design based on patterns developed in the abstraction phase: We use dynamic architectures to describe this abstract model of the system. In the supervision phase we monitor the existing system against the current inferred design. Pattern constraints automatically check the system as it is running. Constraints are automatically derivable from the inferred design built in the modeling phase.
• Adaptation: In the adaptation phase, we change the running system. Such changes may include disabling or introducing components or changing connections between components. We only make changes to the implementation. Due to continuous monitoring, abstraction and modeling, the inferred design will be updated automatically.
We briefly describe tools for each phase in the following sections. The input data for our tools are events from the middleware. Because events from the running system drive all tools, tracking changes through the whole cycle is possible. However, non-event-driven tools may also be useful.
Complex Event Processing
Complex event processing is a fundamental tool for understanding systems of systems [2] . As such, it also is the basis for all the other tools described in this article. Complex Event Processing (CEP) is based on the idea of analyzing systems of systems by looking at the messages that components exchange. This approach is reasonable, because today's systems of systems are built on increasingly high-level middleware support, asynchronous communication, and faster data networks. We create an event for each message over the system of systems' communication layer.
CEP supports user defined relations on each event, most notably time and cause. Relations can be partial orders, which means two events need not be related (for example in distributed systems, two events may not need be before or after each other). Figure 3 shows three examples of partial orders. Events are displayed as Hasse-diagrams: a line indicates the upper event causes the lower event. [3] discusses modeling of concurrent systems with partial orders.
For our purposes, CEP needs to happen in real time, as the system is executing. In the monitoring phase, events from the system of systems are registered, ordered, filtered and displayed in real-time to the user. This gives her an accurate view of the system. In the abstraction phase, events are aggregated in real-time to a higher level of abstraction according to known abstraction patterns. The inferred design built in the modeling phase is defined in terms of event patterns. During supervision, event pattern constraints can be specified to detect anomalies in the running system.
Automatic Code Instrumentation
Automatic Code Instrumentation changes source or binary code to produce traceable data that helps in understanding the system. The trace takes the form of a partially ordered set like the ones in figure 3 . For example, we can instrument Java programs to produce such code [4] . In addition, eJava is an extension of Java for the purpose of generating additional run-time information. This extension mainly consists of formal comments that explicitly generate events at runtime. Every eJava program is a legal Java program. The execution semantics of an eJava program is identical to the execution semantics of the underlying Java program. Furthermore, every Java program is also a legal eJava program; the implicitly generated events yield an overall view of program execution, thread synchronization and process interaction.
Event Mining
The event patterns in systems of components might not be a priori known. (If they were, they would be part of the design of the system of systems.) Thus, a process to detect abstraction patterns for systems of systems is needed for the abstraction phase. We call this process event mining [5] . Event mining is the major tool to automatically build inferred designs. Event mining means searching for patterns, e.g., one that aggregates a request-acknowledge-reply-acknowledge pattern into a single interaction event. In figure 3 , frequent patterns A-B (left) are detected in the event mining process and A-B-pairs are consequently abstracted into one AB event (middle). However, abstracting AB-C-pairs to ABC events (right) causes a problem (see below). 
Dynamic Architectures
One problem with component based systems is that their architecture changes while the system is running. Our dynamic architecture is a technique for formally describing changes as events. The events in figure 3 may represent architectural changes. Architecture changes in a system of components do not consist only of replicating and removing components, but may also include inserting hitherto unknown components and communication patterns. Thus our inferred design is constantly changing and we need a way to describe the changes. Specifically we are developing a technology based on complex event processing where we describe a dynamic architecture using a partially ordered set of architecture events [6] . Such events represent addition and deletion of components and communication pathways.
Basic architectural events are obtained from the middleware control mechanism. New components register with the middleware, and set up pathways to communicate with other components. These architecture events are processed using standard complex event processing tools, including filtering, abstraction, and event mining. Notably event mining allows us to automatically generate high level architectural views based on events sniffed from the communication layer.
Supervision
Supervision means that conformance between current architecture and behavior of the system is overseen in real time. As an example, the abstraction process might have established that components use a certain communication protocol. Assume for example that the components initialize each exchange using a specific pattern of messages. This allows to define a pattern constraint that requires proper initialization prior to every message exchange. Later a pattern constraint detects messages lacking the proper initialization automatically. Fig. 3 shows a similar example, where no C event follows one of the AB events. If the event mining process (or a human engineer) established enough confidence that every AB event needs to be followed by a C event, the situation in figure 3 is likely an error.
Adaptation
Supervision is not restricted to alerting human operators. In some cases, automatic feed-back into the system of systems from the supervision component is appropriate. An example is a military safety critical system. Ongoing monitoring might have established expected activity. Now the event mining component detects suspicious activity such as new messages stemming from one component. A dynamic adaptation component may decide to intercept these messages until an engineer confirms the harmlessness of these messages. It may also decide to disable non-conforming components or to re-arrange communication paths between components.
First Experiences
We have applied CEP to DoD pilot-projects in aerospace industries and information infrastructure security. The latter is also a testbed for event mining and adaptation. On the commercial side we team with a middleware vendor to host event based application on the middleware and install seed projects with clients. We are also applying the inferred design methodology to a project with Stanford University's networking group. We give the network administrators a way to monitor their systems they say they cannot get from commercial tools. We also mine extensive network data for patterns of intrusion.
The old fashioned way
Of course, declaring traditional engineering methodologies as useless to deal with complex systems is not helping in creating acceptance for our profession from non-software engineers. But why can we not improve the traditional methodologies for software? After all, the spiral model is such an improvement: civil engineers do not use spiral model to build bridges.
Traditional engineering methodologies are very successful in hardware engineering but have difficulties in dealing with software [1] . Hardware design consists of instructions to the manufacturer, whereas in software engineering the instructions are the product. Hardware, because of its physical limitations, has a practical bound on complexity and wears out. Software, on the other hand, can be arbitrarily complex and does not degrade from use.
Current software engineering methodologies -based on waterfall or spiral models -were designed for requests like "Please build a software system that does A". In a typical situation, no system is in use yet. If there is a system in use, we may completely replace it and move only the data from the old system to the new system A.
Consequently, these methodologies have a hard time addressing requests like "Please change system A to do B in addition". Here the typical situation is that A is in use already and we cannot replace A (or parts of it) for technical reasons, or simply for lack of resources. Often hundreds of independent components are running 24h/7d. The main problem is that software lives much longer than expected and that legacy software is everywhere. There is nothing wrong with the methodologies as long as we use them for the first kind of request. With the success of component based software, the second request will become more frequent. What practitioners have available today is it not enough to deal with this second request.
Software Architecture
Many believe that we can substantially improve the software development process by rigid formal architectures (see [7] for an overview over the state of practice and research). We can check such architectures for consistency, simulate them and automatically transform them into executable code. In software development, extensive specification may have its uses in areas like space, aviation or military technology with high requirements for reliability and little budget restrictions. Also in these cases, the cost of downtime far exceeds the flexibility gained by allowing quick changes. However, working out formal architectures has not been successful in main-stream software development. We doubt that manual architecting will be successful for complex systems of components.
The majority of existing architecture description languages do not support dynamic changes to the architecture. We and others are currently doing research to extend architecture description languages to support dynamism (See [8] for an extensive overview and further references). However, the dynamism introduced in work such as Darwin, Dynamic ACME, and Dynamic Wright is restricted to runtime replication of components. C2 and Weaves support dynamic manipulation without any restrictions at least in principle. But they do not yet support automatic creation of architectures based on existing systems yet. Besides that, all these languages can be used in describing inferred designs to the extent of their capabilities. The RAPIDE formalism for dynamic architectures [9] is event driven and naturally fits the inferred design methodology.
CASE (Computer Aided Software Engineering)
CASE is an acronym for software programs and methodologies that help automate the software engineering process. CASE tools either support one phase, or follow the process over several phases. In a wider sense, the tools discussed above are CASE tools in the meaning of the acronym. For now, we use the term CASE to refer to existing tools. CASE tools provide great support for waterfall models, and some support for the spiral model. However, few tools support the whole life cycle. Thus decisions made in later cycles are hard to feed back into design phase. This often leads to inconsistencies when the design gets outdated. Assume -as in the second request above -we need to change system A. At best we design and implement system B using CASE tools. We will make necessary changes on running system A, but will we document them extensively inside the CASE tool? Add to this that most of a software engineer's time is spend doing maintenance [10] .
Reverse Engineering
Although CASE can offer significant advantages for new software system development, it hardly has the capacity to deal with existing systems. Reverse engineering is the answer of the CASE industry to this shortcoming. A part of reverse engineering is design recovery [11] . Design recovery tries to reproduce a design based on whatever information is available: source code (if available) is analyzed, old design documents are studied, and retired engineers are interviewed. The goal of reverse engineering is a (static) design of a system. This design is often out of date by the time it is finished. Reverse Engineering may be necessary to learn about the inner working of a legacy component, often without access to events within the component. Our inferred design is oriented to understanding a system of such components. Only recently have systems been monitored using techniques similar to complex event processing.
Summary and Conclusion
In software engineering we are mostly concerned with "Development", but we need "Evolution". We presented new techniques and tools for "Evolution": complex event processing, dynamic architectures, event mining, and dynamic adaptors. We also presented a reverse methodology supporting a new kind of software engineering. We applied the tools discussed to initial prototype situations with academic and industrial partners (complex event processing, supervision), or are in current research (event mining, dynamic architectures, automatic adaptation). Our experiences so far with our tools open an interesting perspective: we expect to be able to automate many steps involved in building the inferred design, because we start with very formal data.
Inferred design models have uses in very complex systems. However, we do not propose to abandon conventional software engineering. Inferred design models go hand in hand with conventional models and they benefit each other. We expect to feed experience from inferred design back into the conventional software engineering process. One example: We learn a lot about complex systems by just looking at the communication between components, that is, their interface. Clearly, a well-designed interface that specifies both required and provided functionality is beneficiary if the system ever becomes a component in a system of systems. Writing good interfaces is a very important job-description for future software engineers.
Inferred designs have an interesting organizational consequence. Traditional methodologies happen within a software development organization, with some user interaction here and there. Building inferred designs happens at the user's site, where the system of components is running. When a supervision component at the client's site realizes that a component is not behaving appropriately, we need to transfer that information to the producer of that component. The producer needs to further investigate it, and maybe adapt the system. This means that we need to intensify the interaction between client and provider of software solutions.
